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Introduction
East Hampshire District Council is in the process of reviewing its Local Plan. The Local Plan
Review 2017-2036 will set out the planning framework to guide the future development of
the Local Planning Authority Area.
It will cover only those areas of the district that lie outside of the South Downs National Park,
shown on the map overleaf.
It will comprise the overarching strategy, site specifics allocations and detailed development
management policies. This will replace the Joint Core Strategy, Housing and Employment
Allocations and the saved policies from the 2006 Second Review Local Plan.
The first stage in the production of the new Local Plan is the preparation of an evidence
base to inform the draft document which will be subject to formal public consultation.
As part of the evidence base preparation and in line with the Council’s Statement of
Community Involvement (SCI) 2015 and the emerging SCI 2018 a workshop was held on 16
May 2018 with councillors, town and parish councils and Neighbourhood Planning Groups.
The purpose of the workshop was to explain how the plan will be prepared and to encourage
people to get involved and to hear their ideas and concerns.
A list of attendees can be found in Appendix 1.
The workshop was structured as follows (See agenda and presentation at Appendix 2):







6.30pm - Welcome and introduction
6.40pm - Workshop 1
7.30pm - Break
7.40pm - Feedback from workshop 1
7.45pm - Workshop 2
8.30pm - Questions, feedback and close

There were 6 key themes, Housing, Economy, Infrastructure, Natural Environment, Built
Environment and communities & wellbeing.
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Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
What people considered to be the key SWOTs for the area of the district that lies outside the
SDNP, based on the 6 key themes are set out in the table on the next page.
Attendees were asked to show their support or disagreement for points made. There were
seven groups in total so there could be a maximum of seven *’s to show support or seven
–‘s to show disagreement.
This has helped to identify areas of consensus on which to build the local plan.
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Strengths
Development at Whitehill and Bordon
Tourist attractions/hotspots
Rich variety of building heritage and styles
Volunteers for clubs
Ability to encourage biodiversity and rural
industry to protect countryside and
environment
A3 & A31 corridors important for economic
development




























Opportunities
Make sure that all new houses meet the
defined need. The defined need is for smaller
houses below the median house price
Residential taking closed empty shops
Make sure that there are jobs closes to
houses. Either build houses where the jobs
are or ensure threat jobs are available where
new houses are to be built
Braver with design – More down to the local
environment – look at more innovative
design/better urban design, respect/
enhance/ sympathetic to local character
Joined up cycle ways and footpaths
Focus on place making. Create sustainable
communities by ensuring that there are local
opportunities for employment. Commuting
kills communities
Protect countryside by building in the towns –
where the employment opportunities are
Protect ancient hedgerows
Improve broadband in villages
Implement integrated allocations with
advance infrastructure. Infrastructure before
development











Weaknesses
Housing mix, more larger than small
Lack of hi-speed internet access for
rural business users
Poor Transport, roads and
maintenance poor, public transport
poor, cannot get to work
Design/Density – too dense, design
and layout out of keeping with
character of the area. Too many
houses look the same. Historic
character and/or rural character
being damaged by new housing
developments due to poor design.
Walking & cycling (or equestrian) –
the narrowness of lanes and pot
holes make the above uses
dangerous when shared with
increasing car and van usage
The whole area is diverse – finding
a coherent policy for habitat
Very poor broadband
Public transport and poor links,
particularly affecting rural areas
limits people living in villages
Threats
Housing x 11 £ average salary.
Affordable tenure - more rent, less
shared equity
Connections to London & working –
but threat because turns into
commuter zones = cost & housing
rises
Poor quality design leading to
boring estates/ miss match with
traditional buildings
Risk of Coalescence
Air pollution through high and
increasing volume of road traffic
Already pressure on existing
services will increase with more
development

Other overarching comments included:
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Strengths
Housing




Well planned new town of Whitehill and Bordon, today and for the future/New
Development at Bordon and Whitehill provides Housing Needs within the District (**)
Desirable area to live (*)
Housing quality mostly good (existing housing stock)

Economy









Tourist hotspots/attractions (**)
Railway line (**)
A3 corridor (**)
Mixed use areas with residential & commercial (*)
Gateways to the South Downs National Park/nearby (*)
Size and quality (*)
Main town Alton
Apprenticeships

Built Environment







Rich variety of building heritage and styles (**).
Quality of historic buildings and effect of environment
Good public green areas within built area
Green gaps are vital between settlements
Historic town & village centres
Conservation areas are helping retain listed properties – some beautiful properties in
the LPA

Communities & Wellbeing











Volunteers for clubs (***)
Great outdoor spaces (**)
Playing fields with great club turnout (**)
We have neighbourhood plans for local people to be heard (*)
Community atmosphere
Community integration
Cycling – wonderful lanes and roads for cycling and courteous drivers
Little pollution
Well documented walks
We are so fortunate to having so many footpaths, bridle ways (NT land). Always
need more

Natural Environment








Ability to encourage biodiversity and rural industry to protect countryside and
environment (*****)
Water Quality – sufficient water supply and quality of aquifers (**)
Views, accessibility to countryside (*)
Preserve valued landscapes, especially the Hampshire Alps (*)
Landscape – The Hangers, Sunken Lanes. Much of the area is wooded. Heathland
habitat – Woolmer Ranges and Ludshott Common. All SINC sites and traditional
meadow lands
Have lovely heathland and trees
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Habitats – range of different habitats reflecting different soil types (Whitehill has all
invertebrates)
Gaps between rural communities – haven for wildlife if not intensively farmed
Trees (*)
The beautiful countryside especially the panoramic views

Infrastructure










A3 & A31 corridors important for economic development (***)
Great village schools with great/good Ofsted ratings – N/W
Planning approval restricts infrastructure installation, future proving
Good network of GPs and hospitals
Good Footpaths**
Railway line fantastic* but in some centres, it is not well connected to the main road
i.e. Through the village/town centre = impact on woods for community who drive to
station
Good schools
New schools at Bordon takes pressure off oversubscribed surrounding schools.

Some area specific comments included:
Economy




Loads of tourist accommodation in southern parish (but a lack in NE parishes! Apart
from Old Thorns!)
SP – Good linker E/W N/S
Grayshott has a thriving economy but it needs encouragement – lower rates –
business rates.

Communities & Wellbeing




Grayshott is a thriving community – people participation and good neighbourliness
Green gaps between settlements – Grayshott/Headley/Medstead (**)
Linked footpaths – Shiprights Way/Writers Way

Natural Environment







Landscape – NW Parishes, fine views over open countryside (***)
Flood Meadows and Kings Pond, Alton etc are rich in biodiversity but threatened by
irresponsible dog walkers.
Landscape – The Hangers, Sunken Lanes. Much of the area is wooded. Heathland
habitat – Woolmer Ranges and Ludshott Common. All SINC site and traditional
meadow lands
Few flood risk areas NW Binsted PC
Issues differ greatly from area to area

Infrastructure




Quality of education (area specific) – Alton
NW – Good local schools
Railway line in the N/E sector

Weaknesses
Housing


Housing mix, more larger than small (***)
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Parking spaces in new properties is unacceptable (*)
New houses not sufficiently energy efficient (just building regulations) – governance
+ control issue (conversions)
The need to maintain bungalows for the disabled/elderly
Poor room sizes
Quality of new housing poor
Limited in town sites for disabled housing
Not enough ‘affordable’ housing both to buy and rent
Unwillingness of SDNP to allow housing in Liphook therefore inappropriate areas
being promoted by Developers, expanding the town in the wrong direction
Not enough starter homes (*)

Economy














Lack of hi-speed internet access for rural business users (**)
Poor Transport, roads and maintenance poor, public transport poor, cannot get to
work (**)
Limited workforce for lower skilled jobs as many familiar many from London & North
wanting large home – insufficient low cost/smaller homes (*)
Business rates – high due to value of premises (*)
Rents too high (*)
Tourism – seems to be the low priority in East Hants apart from Chawton, Selbourne
& Watercress line – needs encouraging (*)
Empty developments unused while new developments are planned
Lack of local jobs & employment
Empty shops cause deteriorating street scene.
Shortage of space for expanding companies
Lack of brownfield commercial land for re-development.
Lower paid jobs not being filled.
Too reliant on commuting to London/Guildford too long distance for commuting.

Built environment












Design/Density – too dense, design and layout out of keeping with character of the
area. Too many houses look the same. Historic character and/or rural character
being damaged by new housing developments due to poor design. (******)
Reluctance in some rural areas to accept higher densities even if this means that
housing needed is not provided – or more countryside is consumed. (*)
Expensive usable development land (*)
Local assets need protection
Conservation area reviews massively out of date 40 years+
Strengthen our ability to act against owners of Listed buildings / Heritage assets that
don’t look after them
Lack of parking in residential areas.
Piecemeal development in individual properties without due regard for effect on
neighbours/neighbourhood.
Difficulty in redeveloping redundant buildings – maintain historic details.
Houses newly built have small gardens – important to have easy access green
spaces

Communities and well being


Walking & cycling (or equestrian) – the narrowness of lanes and pot holes make the
above uses dangerous when shared with increasing car and van usage (****)
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Poor access to key services by public transport (**)
Decline of town centres – shops etc, limited access to key services (*)
Unnatural/artificial boundary (* *) (- - -)
Lack of indoor community facilities for especially older people and for non-sport
recreation and leisure
Pollution – the massive growth in white van deliveries increases pollution and
damage to local lanes
Health – increasing demand on village surgeries
Halls and infrastructure to make cohesive community
Many communities (e.g. Four Marks) have very few public facilities
Inadequate sports facilities
Older generations should be able to travel to health centres with ease = not only
promotes independence, allowing for social interaction = connectivity = access
location of health centres
No maintenance plans for sports facilities
Lack of consultation for community facilities

Natural environment







The whole area is diverse – finding a coherent policy for habitat challenging (*)
Flooding - run-off from fields at times of heavy rain. Winterbournes –
Finchdean/Farringdon (*)
Flooding in many specific areas due to underlying chalk
Planning conditions which offer developers commuted payments for open space area
of little value when no land is available to purchase
Dormouse protection
No large sites without mains drainage (over 10)

Infrastructure




















Very poor broadband (******)
Public transport and poor links, particularly affecting rural areas (******) limits people
living in villages
Infrastructure is never first and comes after the development (***)
Transport – Worsening road condition on B roads/rural lane as they take more traffic
(**)
Not enough charging points for electric vehicles and no infrastructure on new
developments for electric car power points (**)
Transport impact of approved sites are not considered cumulatively (**)
Limited Police Force and no local station (*)
Private cars – too many
No/insufficient school bus/walking bus
Capacity of local facilities
A31 Corridor – Four Marks/ Medstead choke point.
Poor North/South link from A31/A32 to Basingstoke via A339
Poor maintenance of footpath network
Education- lack of capacity in village schools for current rate of residential buildings
Lack of cycleways
Stop turning villages into dormitory towns which makes community traffic worse and
worse
Water pressure inadequate
Health lack of Dr Surgeries, dentists
Poor water pressure
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No local shops
Green infrastructure is always pronounced – not properly delivered

Some area specific comments included:
Infrastructure








N/W (Lasham) lack of public footpaths
N/W – health-surgeries are full
N/W Lasham has no mains drainage or gas
No access to train NW
A31 goes through NW villages
Alton – TV reception poor (windmill hill transmitter has only few channels)
Problem with emergency services – ambulances too long to get to Grayshott
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Opportunities
Housing

















Make sure that all new houses meet the defined need. The defined need is for
smaller houses below the median house price (****)
Low cost housing for local people (***)
Suitable housing for older people – priority for residents (**)
Housing for (a) young people (b) elderly people down-sizing (*)
Build houses for life (*)
Under a new plan, a chance to review and reject sites coming forward under the call
for sites. Opportunities to identify better areas (*)
We have masses of land and providing enough houses should not be a problem (*)
Plan sites for gypsies on larger housing sites i.e. planned not incidental (-)
Live/work units
Plenty of land and opportunity for traveller sites in Bordon but none planned
Compulsory purchases of land for rental housing
Use back garden developments to allow windfall gain (-)
promote co-housing schemes to give older people freedom with security
Self-build/infill opportunities can help people get onto the housing ladder =
opportunity to develop = smaller housing and younger people onto the housing
ladder
Create a new town

Economy


















Residential taking closed empty shops (**)
Make sure that there are jobs closes to houses. Either build houses where the jobs
are or ensure threat jobs are available where new houses are to be built (**).
Other uses for High streets
Tourism, SDNP, Hotels etc, Diversity.
Encouraging village economies to ensure day to day shopping can be local.
Free parking 0 or reduced first ½ or free hour.
G5 mobile signal. Not available from rural enterprise
Tourism – Jane Austen
Support village shops
Bringing in more commercial, business which would create more jobs
Incentives, needed to bring new businesses to towns
Provide more & lower cost housing so that people can move here for better/ more
productive jobs from low housing cost areas – to boost economy locally.
Small attractive business’ from even higher cost areas (e.g. gin distillery in Four
Marks)
Encourage re-use of sound redundant farm buildings – does it allow ‘countryside’
argument to refuse applications – re-used buildings bring life back to rural areas.
Develop timber economy. Use wood to generate electricity.
Drone delivery

Built environment



Braver with design – More down to the local environment – look at more innovative
design (*****).
Need innovative/better urban design, respect/enhance/sympathetic to local character
(****)
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Opportunity for high quality, contemporary design which will become the ‘heritage of
the future’ (***)
Protection of listed buildings and list more heritage assets (***)
Retain/Strengthen gaps (***)
Density – higher density (apartments) are more appropriate to towns (other than
exception sites in villages) (**)
Build for life (**)
Hope that development will be sympathetic to history/atmosphere and sense of
community can be preserved (**)
Design statements required for each town/village to ensure sympathetic future
development (**)
Smaller scale housing developments of individuality designed housing (*)
Major planning opportunity for large scale schemes, where?
Identify & reserve historic areas.
More green space in existing built up areas.
Areas of special character
Opportunity for extending conservation areas
Introduce a design review panel to assess quality of housing design

Communities and well being


















Joined up cycle ways and footpaths (*****)
Focus on place making. Create sustainable communities by ensuring that there are
local opportunities for employment. Commuting kills communities (***)
Improve air quality in towns (**)
Further development required to make better use of parish assets (**)
Promote co-housing schemes particularly for elderly but also creating integrated
communities (*)
All groups to talk to each other
Town/villages with railway stations a great opportunity to develop much larger
sustainable communities
Make open space mandatory not CIL offset
Encourage mixed generation communities or clubs
Make facilities for outdoor recreation – running track, outdoor gyms
Access to countryside walking and cycling
Public squares/meeting and gathering points in different parts of the parishes and
villages and new developments improve those available and make more
New developments to provide better access to existing footpaths/bridleways
Ask all villages which are their assets and include them in the plan
On call bus service – ring for a bus time; German system
Green corridors needed in new developments
Need to ensure areas for older population and less able

Natural environment








Protect countryside by building in the towns – where the employment opportunities
are (*)
Protect ancient hedgerows (*)
Focus on brownfield sites for all types of development (*) (-)
Include the concept of eco system services ‘green infrastructure’ (-)
Creation of wild spaces round SINCS etc
Risk of ground water flooding and surface water
Strengthen policy on permeable paving for drives to reduce flooding
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Strengthen environmental protection policies
Encouraging wider environmental corridors – single footpaths OK but don’t provide
space for habitat diversity
SWALES used on larger developments = more green
Where possible there should be green routes into the centres of villages and towns =
on ‘hopping’ stones of green connectivity = green up existing routes reduce high
boundaries

Infrastructure




















Improve broadband in villages (******)
Implement integrated allocations with advance infrastructure. Infrastructure before
development (****)
Provision of medical facilities, particularly hospitals (***)
New types of public transport – electric unmanned vehicles and charging points (***)
Improve transport public – rural areas, buses (**)
Broadband to boost economy especially in more rural communities (*)
Encourage implementation grey water systems (would be required by law) (*) Energy
– fields of solar panels should be on poor agricultural fields
Scope for wood pellet electricity generation.
Consistory G5 mobile telephone network
Support Home working
Improve broadband connectivity & electrical continuity & reliability in outskirts of
villages existing business developments to encourage occupation and thinking hubs
Use small phone mobile mast aka Vodafone
Implement road & traffic control system prior to development starting
Ban road humps
Green infrastructure can aid mental & physical health. More land allocation for sports
& recreation. Good quality informal open space
Foul drainage at capacity in Liphook = opportunity to also correct with green spacing
for smaller developments and treatment plants? Small development
Linked green infrastructure – coordinated access
Build new houses close to main roads (A3, A31, A32) & train stations
Encourage solar PV/water in all few developments (indeed require this!) support
applications for retro-fit save.

Some area specific comments included:
Economy


Protect existing retail areas in North Eastern parishes ‘Grayshott’
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Threats
Housing
















Housing x 11 £ average salary. Affordable tenure - more rent, less shared equity (**)
Land grab developers (*)
Over development of rural areas causing villages to look like estates (*)
Bungalows being lost through loft conversions (*)
Southern parishes and Four Marks threat from neighbouring plan. Authorities – duty
to co-operate – possible need to build more houses to meet needs of Havant,
Portsmouth etc (-)
Stop back garden development (-)
Damage to countryside increasing size of population Wealden Heath especially
No settlement policy boundaries for settlements > 25 houses
Lack of neighbourhood plans
Loss of 50% role for extensions replace with design code. Keep H16
Windfall inside SPB too easy with presumption to develop
Constraints are settlements split by the SDNP – see under weaknesses
Need to find gypsy sites and not overfill existing large ones to the detriment of the
community as a whole

Economy












Connections to London & working – but threat because turns into commuter zones =
cost & housing rises (***)
Need to adapt to demise of traditional High street and rise of internet shopping (**)
High rates for shops (**)
Lack of accommodation for tourism hotel space in some places (**)
Lower paid jobs not filled
Jobs – a lot of rural jobs are being created in poorly maintained redundant farm
buildings. Health & safety – poor access from country homes.
Do not loose employment sites, new sites before development
Retail – parking – needs to constant review as shops rely on constant foot fall.
Shortage of developable land for commercial/industry purposes.
Offices – Alleged low demand for offices in parts of East Hants- good
Policy is to permit conversion to flats but if offices needed in future development do
not build offices.

Built environment












Poor quality design leading to boring estates/ miss match with traditional buildings.
(****)
Risk of Coalescence (****)
High density housing (**)
Conservation areas - monthly one on the conservation areas – but keep under review
(*)
Urban housing in a country environment
Infill development
Limited road capacity
Lack of individuality in the villages.
Loss of Historic buildings and spaces.
Impact of high density on facility available & infrastructure as a threat. – Liphook
Quality & checking of actual build
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Public art & heritage trails
Protection of unlisted yet locally important buildings

Communities and well being















Air pollution through high and increasing volume of road traffic (***)
Loss of volunteers/reliant on volunteers – closure of community buildings (**)
Loss/Lack of footpaths and cycleways maintenance/signing (**)
Health facilities becoming stressed as population increases (rural areas in particular)
(**)
Loss of wildlife corridor and connectivity (**)
Loss of retail and death of high street
If unimproved the assets use will decline
Rural crime
Creating silo communities for example single generation communities
Green spaces are vital to our wellbeing – housing sprawl is a threat
Noise pollution building near to main roads e.g. A31
High housing prices mean lack of diversity in population
Traffic – ruins village life amenity

Natural environment














Housing should not be in the open countryside. Limited housing in villages unless
they have necessary facilities or infrastructure (****)
Light pollution – need to restrict strong lights at night. Bats, birds, animals and human
beings all affected (***)
Water quality – high quality chalk aquifers in district (***)
That SDNP becomes the main open space environment and all land outside NP is
free for building (***)
All SINC sites should be protected - now under threat (**)
Run off ground water flooding i.e. Lavant valley also Alton (**)
Quad bikes, 4x4, mountain bikes, off-road vehicles (*)
Environment Agency flood assessments focus on fluvial (river) flooding and
underestimate run-off flooding (*)
Landscape – extensive building will damage integrity of existing villages (**)
Pressure to build on greenfield (*)
Fly tipping, dumping waste
Increased traffic through villages will damage older housing stock
Local and unique habitat threatened by over development. Attention needs to be paid
to uniqueness of the environmental structure

Infrastructure








Already pressure on existing services will increase with more development (****)
Shortage of water supply (***)
No infrastructure left in villages including rural transport (**)
Disjointed system – Doctors/dentists – CCG, Schools – HCC, Social services – HCC
*
106 Agreements should be signed by parishes that will eventually own assets being
built for community use. (*)
The roads can’t cope at peak times, can’t keep up with pace of population increase –
but HCC always say they are sufficient
Impacts on Borden/Whitehill development on local villages i.e. parking at railway
stations (Liphook)
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Bordon development has no transportation. Potential threat of additional cars coming
into Liphook to use train – no scope to cycle & bad timings.
No consideration of traffic impacts on local area of developments in neighbouring
planning areas
A31 fails to by-pass key development communities
Sewages – No provision before houses come.
Education – closing village schools.
Developments that do not include community infrastructure.
Lack of services for homeworking
Disappearing & inadequate bus services
Development overloading existing infrastructure
Energy renewable energy limitative discretion countryside
Loss of rural environment cause by traffic
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Vision and Objectives
In the second session people were asked to right key words or phrases down for how they
wanted the local planning authority to be by 2036 or what they wanted the new Local Plan to
achieve. These were again based around the 6 key themes. Set out below is a summary of
the key words or phrases made which received the most consensus and those that are
additional to comments received in the first session.
Housing











Provide downsizing accommodation
Provide housing for older people
Provide homes for all residents
Focus housing in existing urban areas with access to good public transport
Promote garden villages – creates infrastructure from scratch, transport links, Dr
Surgeries, schools, community buildings, relives pressure on villages, avoids bolt-on
silos to existing towns/villages, and all the pressure that they bring
Support higher housing density in towns of Alton, Bordon and Horndean
Provide the right housing mix, need for smaller homes
Support the rented sector as not everyone can afford to buy
Support Z-pods in car parks - build taller homes

Economy








Revitalise High Streets by converting empty retail properties to residential and
encourage entertainment and leisure e.g. restaurants within these renovations
Greater support for the rural economy
Better provision for small start-up businesses
Support live work units and homeworking
Promote small business units in smaller towns and villages
Provide employment opportunities nearer to communities
Retain rural pubs

Built environment




Protect and conserve conservation areas
More innovative design
Better quality design, materials, respect character of the area. Gives a ‘pride of place’
as the design lasts the lifetime

Communities and well being







Provide space and facilities for community support and development especially the
young and older members of the community
Support community developments – say self-build or co-housing. This provides an
alternative to housing estates. Co-housing supports inter-generational interaction –
very good for wellbeing
Vision to have a happy, interactive, communicative, socially active and mentally well
community
Larger developments need a community worker to aid the residents to ‘bond’ and
thus create a sense of wellbeing
Local policing required

Natural environment
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Protect the dark skies – stop continuing light pollution
Keep our green areas green for recreation and the natural environment
Maintain rural aspects with market towns clearly defined, not sprawling – a managed
but not prescribed
Protects and maintain local gaps – prevent coalescence (*)
Encourage indigenous species planting within developments – avoid linear green
areas where this is proposed to meet a planning condition
Develop a woodland economy – increase the size of wooded areas. EHDC has a
18% coverage of woodland – should increase this to 25%
Recognise the international significance of the Wealden Heaths and set policies to
reduce further degradation
Support Wildlife corridors and sanctuaries – village green corridors (*)
Preserve all our valued landscapes and views

Infrastructure










To have highspeed broadband for all
The plan for and be adaptable to changing transport technology
Build garden villages - then you get the infrastructure
Provide better public transport to give people a choice of travel options
Vision to have a community that can be safely accessed from all corners of the main
areas to encourage interaction, wellbeing and less health issues and less pollution
Ensure all infrastructure is planned and provided and funded before completion
To have first class health and education facilities for all residents
Encourage more carbon neutral methods of generating energy to reduce demand on
the main services, reduce need reduce demand = local energy farms
Provide community facilities (medical, sports, recreation) as part of major
developments
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Summary
Many of the points raised were common matters throughout the Local Planning Authority
Area with the key points being around design, housing mix and rural infrastructure.
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Appendix 1

Appendix 2

Planning Policy
Local Plan Review
Workshop

Agenda








6.30pm - Welcome and introduction
6.40pm - Workshop 1
7.30pm - Break
7.40pm - Feedback from workshop 1
7.45pm - Workshop 2
8.30pm - Questions, feedback and close

Local Plan Review
 Local Plan Review will:
 Be an up to date Local Plan
 Cover only those areas of the district that lie outside the
SDNP.
Joint Core
Strategy

Housing and
Employment
Allocations

Local Plan
Review
(2017 – 2036)

Saved Local
Plan Second
Review

Local Planning
Authority Area

 Now planning for three
distinct areas
 Outside the SDNP
 Referred to as the Local
Planning Authority Area
(LPA area)

 Early
engagement
 Output forms
part of the
evidence base
 Identify areas of
common ground
on which the
Plan can be built

Workshops

Workshop 1

Workshop 2

Workshop 1 - SWOT

 In groups using the key theme on your table
 Identify strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats
Strengths – what makes you proud of the LPA area, what are
the assets, what should be protected
Weaknesses – what are the problems, what would you
change
Opportunities – what are your hopes for our area, how can
improvements be made
Threats – what are you fearful of, what are the constraints

 Rotate themes, don’t repeat
 To show support (*), to show disagreement (-)

Workshop 2 – Vision and
objectives
 In groups using the key theme on your table
 Examples and tips on tables
 Key words on walls
 Write down key words or important short phrases
 Rotate themes, don’t repeat
 To show support (*), to show disagreement (-)

Any questions?

